
The question that has been asked for many a year, has
once again sparked an interesting debate within our
school community and across the greater region.
Established in 1939, our school prides itself on the
many features that make us unique. However, times
change and questions about equality of access for girls
boarding and agricultural schooling, abound. Can the
Green Gates open to girls?

Culture
One of the most significant aspects that people value
about Farrer, is the culture and traditions that we
uphold. Our school has a long history and over time, has
created customs that help forge our sense of community.
Thus, the challenge that co-education presents, hits to
the heart of the Green and Gold.
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Nonetheless, we have changed and evolved over the years,
removing traditions that no longer served us. One key
example is the tradition of jumping into the pool at the
close of the Diving Competition and end of the Year
Twelve Farewell Assembly. In bygone years, Year Twelve
would jump into the pool in their greys to bring their time
at Farrer to an end and, the carnival to an end. In 2019,
every Year Twelve was warned they would be dropped a
colour level if they jumped into the pool. Some did, and
bore the consequence. Suddenly, a tradition had gone.
While the relative dangers of the tradition were probably
the cause of its demise, there are still some who would love
the rite of passage to be reinstated.

Other examples of change include the introduction of
bucket hats and caps and the SRC initiative that resulted in
a modification of the strict requirement to wear greys when
on leave.
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that sexual harassment was not to be tolerated. Farrer has always
strived to make sure that all people are respected. Farrer is not
immune to the challenges we face as a society in regard to
sexual harassment, and we would need to be sure that all
students and people, felt safe and welcome on our campus.

Competition

In any school, whether it be in academics or on the field, there is
competition. Competition is important, It is widely recognised as
a major factor students need to push themselves to do better.
Whether it be getting a ten OPAL, achieving a top mark in your
class or getting onto the Rugby team, everyone has their
competitors and the introduction of girls to the school would also
increase the competition. This is a very good thing, as it can push
us to do better and behave better in class. If the new students
were to suddenly get a black OPAL, it would incentivise the
boys to do so as well. Competition is something that Farrer could
use a bit of and an introduction of a surplus amount of students
could help with giving us that academic edge.

The Cost of Tuition and Boarding in other Schools

When discussing what Farrer is able to provide for our region, it
is important to look at what other schools provide in terms of
tuition and boarding. Schools like Calrossy, PLC, Armidale and
The Armidale School (TAS) and were used in a comparison with
Farrer in regards to price and what is offered in regards to
boarding. The numbers are interesting and raise the all important
question- how much are current Farrer families paying for their
daughters to attend boarding school, in comparison to their
sons?

Calrossy Anglican School, Tamworth Boys and Girls Day
School from $11, 880.00 (Year 7) to $17, 970.00 (Year 12) plus
Boarding: $20. 588.00 (Source: Calrossy 2021 Fee Schedule).

Presbyterian Ladies’ College, Armidale Girls Day School $19,
100.00 (Year 7) to $26, 800.00 (Year 12) plus Boarding
$23,950.00 (Year 7-11) and $23,950.00 (Three Terms Year 12).

The Armidale School, Armidale Boys and Girls Day School
from 18, 320.00 (Year 7) to $23, 940.00 (Three Terms Year 12)
plus Boarding from $21, 360.00 (Year 7) to $24, 460.00 (Three
Terms Year 12).

Farrer Memorial Agricultural High School, Tamworth Boys Day
School (Public) Year 7-11 Boarding $12, 872.00, Year 12
Boarding $12, 873.0
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As time brings new ways of thinking, Farrer has made
changes for the betterment of the school community, in
terms of image and how the student wellbeing. Is it time
for a school with so many traditions, both cosmetic and
substantial, to make the most controversial one? If
culture is the main argument against our school
becoming co-educational, then we should remember, we
have plenty of traditions that can also seemingly change,
as the times demand.

Space

An argument that seems to be against co-education at
Farrer is the space that would be required to house and
teach hundreds of new students in the day and boarding
house. This is a valid argument, as it would require a
large amount of government funding and planning- not to
mention construction. I t would also mean that we would
be set with the task of living and working in a
construction site. Decisions regarding where to place
dormitories and placement of students would also have to
be made. Another major part of the transition to co-
education would be the need for new classrooms and
more teachers. The question has to be asked- where is the
money coming from?

Sexual Harassment

One of the most important discussions that we as a
society need to have relates to sexual harassment, and
this is no different for school communities. In many
schools, sexual harassment is a problem that both men
and women, but prodomiantly women, face. This can go
anywhere from catcalling to incidents that would require
police involvement.

After talking to different students from many different
years, as well as teachers, the general consensus is that
sexual harassment would be an issue. Some people said
that it would be just like any other school. Some said that
it would be even worse and that it would be a very
different environment, as there are those that have not
developed a “filter” and awareness of what can and can’t
be said around members of the opposite sex. The most
common opinion offered was that there would be quite a
lot of sexual harassment at first however, that it would
make us become aware of how society works and teach
us how to be true gentlemen. Reasons given tended to
centre upon the belief that Farrer students respond well
to the school ethos and hold true to values such as
respect and honour, and would learn to adjust to the
challenges.

While that statement above is endearing, it cannot be
denied that last year, female students who attended our
school were recipients of sexua harassment. Once the
incidents were reported, Mr.Gallagher made it very clear

How much are current Farrer
families paying to send their
daughters to boarding school,
in comparison with their sons?



Vox PopuliNews In Brief

During the Farrer First XIII game, I went around and
asked students and teachers about Farrer becoming co-
ed. Most of the people asked to remain anonymous but
were willing to share their year group.

“Farrer is a school of tradition and it shouldn’t change”
Year 7.

“Girls don't get the same opportunities at other Ag
schools and it's unfair to exclude them” Year 7.

“There would be harassment towards girls and no space
to put them” Year 8.

“They should be able to come but the boys would be
sexist, I do think it would get better over time though” -
Year 11.

“Farrer is chill and without drama, so it should stay that
way” Year 11.

“I think that girls should have the same opportunities but
we should still remain all boys. Maybe if girls from other
schools came during Ag lessons to learn here, then went
back” Ethan Cohen of Year 11.

“Farrer is full of hyper boys but in the end, they are

Survey Results
Over a two week period, an online survey was conducted
throughout the entire school. With the help of our IT
specialist Nick Brady, the following questions were sent to
students:

1. What year are you in?
2. Do you think Farrer should become a co-ed school?
If the student answered yes, they were asked question 3.
3. Do you think girls should be able to board at Farrer?

The first question was asked so that we could figure out
who and which year groups voted. Year 7 made up 18.3%,
Year 8 made up 20.9%, Year 9 made up 21.8%, Year 10
made up 17%, Year 11 made up 12.9% and Year 12 made
up 9.1%. The reason for the older years taking up less of a
percentage is because numbers are lower in the senior
years.

The second question showed some interesting results that
could reflect their year groups. There was an almost 50/50
split between the two options but in the end the 53.9%
(250) majority voted for yes, Farrer should enroll both
boys and girls as students. The other 46.1% (214) were
people that thought Farrer should remain an all boys
school.

The breakdown of each year group and their vote was even
more interesting. The Year 7’s pretty much reflected the
vote of the whole school with only a 0.1% difference, 54%
were for and 46% were against, meaning that the year 7’s
want Farrer to be co-ed. The Year 8 results were flipped
around with 44% voting yes and 56% voting no, with the
Year 8’s clearly against girls coming to Farrer. The Year 9
vote was not as close with 69% of them voting yes and
31% voting no- they definitely want girls to come to
Farrer. The year 10’s were very similar to the Year 9’s,
with 66% voting yes and 34% voting no. You could
definitely say that some of the Year 9’s and 10’s were
hormonally influenced. The Year 11’s had a majority vote
for no at 55% and yes at 45%-this was the closest voting
year. The Year 12’s had an overwhelming majority
votING no at 71% and 29% voting for yes, among the
senior years it seems that a vote of no is more common
than not.

The third question was only asked if survey responders
said yes to the first question. There was an overwhelming
majority at 82.8% (207) that agreed that girls should have
their own dormitories. A small number of people said that
they did not want girls to become boarders, 17.2% (43 to
be exact). The numbers while overwhelming on one side
are not in the least surprising. It makes sense that if Farrer
were to become co-ed, that it should also include the
boarding house.

At the end of the day these may just seem like numbers but
they do tell us things about what the students of Farrer
want. The student body of Farrer hopes to see that it will
soon become a co-ed school and boarding house. The
numbers also let us know about the senior years and the
belief that girls should not come to school.

Sam Driscoll addresses the school

respectful and gentlemen like. I think that girls should
get the same opportunities and considering all other
public boarding schools are co-ed, why shouldn’t Farrer
be one?” Anonymous.

“I think so but there would be quite a bit of harassment
at first, more so than other schools because of the
transition. Over time I do believe that it would get
better than other schools though” Anonymous.

“I’m on the fence with this one because Farrer has a lot
of tradition but how long will it be able to stay an all
boys school?” Mrs.Thompson.

“Girls would be too much of a distraction” Year 8.

“It would break up the bromance” Year 11.

“It costs way too much for girls to go to other boarding
schools” Year 9.

“Farrer is for the men and we need to focus on
schooling” Year 10.

“Girls? Ahh... yes” Xavier Hobson of Year 10.
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Did you attend a single sex or co-ed school?
I attended a co-ed school for both primary and high

school.

Do you remember what you liked or did not like
about that system?

Obviously there are advantages to having a female
perspective in classes and just getting to know girls. At
other times we got segregated in things like sport. I was

quite happy going to a co-ed school though.

Do you believe that Farrer should be co-ed?
That's a really interesting question, very topical at the

moment and as the principal I don't want to influence the
school community or the department. However, I think
that Farrer is a great school and it's been a great school
for a long time and we've spent many years developing
programs and resources that boys like. That doesn't mean
it couldn't become a co-ed school- obviously we can

change and adapt in the future. It's also very important to
remember in the co-ed debate, girls should have all the
same opportunities that boys have. In the northern part of
the state if you are a girl you have to pay a lot of money
to go to a boarding school because there is no state

boarding school for girls. So I do think that if Farrer is not
going to be co-ed, we have to provide an equivalent school
for the girls so they have the same opportunities as boys,

because otherwise it's not fair.

Where do you see Farrer heading in the next 10 years
in regards to this topic?

I think it's a debate that won't go away and there might be
political pressures but at the end of the day, it's very hard to
predict; it will be a demand of the population. So if you've
got a son and daughter and you live in an isolated part of
the world you’d be saying ‘I want to give my kids an equal
opportunity in education’. I think that’s where the greatest
pressure would come from- people who want to give their
kids opportunities and feel like the government hasn’t
provided that for their daughter. I think most of the

pressure will come from the Isolated Children’s Parents’
Association (ICPA) and I think they have a very justifiable
cause to promote co education or equivalence for girls. In
the past 12 to 18 months certainly, it has been in the media,
it has been spoken about in our school council and the
students are talking about it, so it's very topical.

Interview with our Principal, Mr. Gallagher
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How do you think Farrer would change if it were to
become co-ed?

I think the biggest difference would be the boarding
school. At the end of the day, subjects might change

because some subjects may be more popular than others
but nothing would change greatly in that department. I
think the boarding school would change significantly
because we would have to work out how to separate the
dorms. Once students get used to having boys and girls in

classes, well, at the end of the day your Geography
teacher is still your Geography teacher and they will still

teach the same curriculum.

Voices of Our Community

There is a clear injustice in the current situation. The
girls do not have the same access to a government
agricutlrual boarding education as boys in our region,
do. Farrer School Council have recently discussed this
matter and have put forward a postion paper on the
subject. We looked at a variety of options.

The preferred model is to establish a separate girls
agricultural boarding school linked as a sister school to
Farrer, sharing facitlities and classes.

This enables a choice in agricultural boarding for all.
Single sex by and girl boarding, as well as the co-
educational options that are present in Hurlstone
Agricultrual High School and Yanco Agricultural High
School.

I hope this discussion is frutiful and interesting.

Jim Levy

The following response was provided by The Old Boys
Association:

There should be an equal opportunity for daughters,
sisters and grand daughters to attend a school like
Farrer. This is particuarly importnat given the nature of
isolated students, the need for boarding and the
opportunity to study agriculture.

We believe that single sex education has many merits,
with continued relevance and results to support single
sex education. We support a sister school, which would
start its own traditions in girls; education . We would
welcome the use of the farm facilities already in place at
Farrer.



North West Equestrian Expo
Winners of the Northern NSW Carnival

The highly anticipated annual Farrer Bull
Sale was held on Tuesday 15th June, 2021.

Thanks to all buyers and under bidders for
your support for our most successful
Angus Bull sale. The top price paid was
$19,500 to the Wyrzykowski Family. The
sale achieved an average of $10,839 per
bull.

The Year 12 Beef students would like to
thank everyone involved who made the
day run smoothly and contributed to our
success.

Billy Swain

Thank you

The North West Equestrian Expo, known
to most people as the Coona Expo, began
as part of a field day for students at
Coonabarabran High School In 1991. It
now attracts up to 600 riders and more
than 700 horses annually. Riders
represent their schools and travel from
state, Catholic and independent schools
throughout NSW and southern
Queensland.

Farrer registered 10 students to attend the
5 day event, these students competed in:
Team Penning, Team Barrel, Polocrosse,
Team of Four Riders, One-Day Event,
Pentathlon, Show jumping and Javelin,
Working Horse Challenge,
Warrumbungle Way and Sporting
Events.
The overall winners were announced at
the Grand Parade on Tuesday, Farrer’s
name seemed to echo throughout nearly
every age group.

Results were:
12 years Overall Boys Champion - Ned
Hagon
13 years Overall Reserve Boys Champion
- Jake Wamsley
14 years Overall Reserve Boys Champion
- Harry Hagon
15 years Overall Reserve Boys Champion
- Dusty Hagon
17+ years Overall Boys Champion - Jack
Seis
Congratulations to all the students for your
attitude in and out of the arena, you have
made your school and parents very proud.
Mr Garnsey was complemented on your
conduct and behaviour by several
schools/parents.
A big thank you to all the parents who
attended the expo and kept the boys fed
and made sure they looked presentable.
A huge thank you to Mr Garnsey for his
organisational skills in registering and
transporting the students and giving up his
weekend to give the boys guidance and
support.

Caption for Image Below

Farrer Bull Sale
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Team Penning Team (above) Dusty Hagon and his trusty stead (below)
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Saturday June 5th saw approximately 40
Farrer students brave the cold and sleep
outside under the stars for one night to
raise funds and awareness for those less
fortunate.
Our Year 11 Farrer Leo's (Aaron
Humbert, Will Woods, Hugh Shadwell,
Oliver Sykes, Chad Buckman, Jake Tait
and Lucas Williams) did a fantastic job in
organising the night which involved
playing spotlight, cooking damper and
eating marshmallows around the campfire.
The boys raised just over $1200. Well
done to Gryff Trousdale, Cooper Jones
and Oliver Milsom who all raised over
$200 each.

Vinnies School
Sleepout

Bob Wipplle



Recently, my Year 11 English Standard classmates
studied the work of Malaysian Poet Omar Musa, who is
known for his confronting poems that show the dark
realities of Australian history and culture. Studying his
work taught us the importance of utilising our right to
free speech and the need to be courageous in our
expression of identity, values and cultural beliefs. During
this period, we had to complete a homework task that
invited us to list and reflect upon our experiences,
challenges and biggest influences throughout our lives.
My classmates and I all created pieces that express our
connections to our cultures, influences and lifestyles.

Enjoy viewing the world through our eyes.

Me and My World
by Max Smith

My name is Max Smith, I’m currently living in
Tamworth, NSW and attending Farrer Memorial
Agricultural High School as a boarder. My life seemed
very uneventful until moving to Tamworth in 2017, and
starting school at McCarthy Catholic College. However,
halfway through Year 9 I decided to move on to a more
prestigious school known for its outstanding students and
its amazing reputation in Rugby League.

However, let's start this story back when I was young. I
was born in Moree Public Hospital on the 12th of August
2004; I barely remember the 2 years I lived in there.
When I had just turned the ripe old age of two, my
parents decided to move down south to get out of the
heat and into the cool almost sub-zero winters that our
new town Bombala had, which is still located in NSW
but 957km south, so far down that we almost touch the
Victorian border. This town would be where I spent most
of my childhood- it was also where most of my
personality and most of my influences originated.

Let's start with my biggest influence, my love for footy
started when my dad signed me up for Saturday morning
footy at our local club. After a couple of years, I realised
that my dad knew a bit too much as my under 9’s footy
coach, that was when he told me that he had played
professional rugby league in the NRL and retired only 2
years before I was born. This was a memorable moment

and helped me embrace my passion for the sport, more
than ever. In 2020, I was named in the Under 16’s
Greater Northern Tigers side, playing four of the five
games. I see this as my greatest achievement- not for the
number of games. When it comes to the sport I love, I
realise that is where my teamwork and social skills
improved greatly, as it required me and twenty-one other
boys to suddenly become allies while only knowing each
other for a minimum of two months. Currently, I am in
Year 11 continuing my passion for the game and putting
in the effort to represent the First XIII side here at Farrer.
Not only is it the best opportunity for my skills, it is the
place that makes me feel as though I meet my biggest
challenges with my head up and attain my dreams.

My next great influence would be my love for music and
playing guitar. I have always loved music, as I was
always spotted singing along to the radio in the car as a
kid. Although I had no intention of learning an
instrument until the start of year 8. My passion for music
originated with my best teacher I had ever had. His name
was Mr. Bennett and he was an ex guitarist from a small
town known as Candelo. He always seemed grumpy with
his large mustache but he taught me some of the best life
lessons that I never plan to forget:

Don’t talk through your nose
Always think before you do
Don’t wear spray on deodorant, only roll-on
And lastly, if you have a passion, follow it

Lastly, my largest influence in life is the generosity that
has been passed through my family for generations. My
grandfather was a citizen of the UK town known as St
Helens and was the most popular and kindest chap
around. He was always known for giving up his time and
money just to benefit the community as best as he could.
He drove a Jaguar E-Type but always showed kindness
to whoever passed by without ‘flaunting’ his wealth. This
kindness passed down through to my mum and then, I
hope, onto me. Now, many see me as one of the kindest
gents in Year 11 (I don’t fully agree) and I see myself as
someone who is always able to listen, give honest
opinions and give my best effort to help out someone in
need- whether it’s with an assessment, personal problems
or just a stupid question that I don’t even know the
answer to.

A Special Collection by Max Smith
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All of these influences form my sense of culture, my
heritage and my identity. These are the things that shape
my soul and my personality- these are the things that will
shape my future. These are the lessons I have learnt and
what persuades me to continue living my best life no matter
what.

This is Me and My World.

To My Future Son

Same Uniform, Different Stories
Spotlight on Multicultural Farrerdise

Anonymous
To My Future Son,
I know I haven't met you yet but sitting here in the back
country, a man gets to thinking about his life and the
future. There is some guidance I would like to share about
my childhood and the realities you might face. Knowing
our love of the land, you will probably go to boarding
school, probably my old school, Farrer, and I want you to
know helped me in those years. Finally, my son, I want to
give you some advice about how to become a man, as I
want you to follow the same path and become a man of
the land.

As a child all I could remember was to respect the land we
live in. I don't know whether that was because of our
Aboriginal heritage or because our family were all
farmers. Growing up with farmers was not always easy,
especially where the farm was. The farm was in the
‘sunburnt country, on a land of sweeping plains. It was
here amongst the tilled earth and sounds of farming life
that I grew and learned about the natural rhythms of life. I
learned about the land and the machinery we used to work
it. Most importantly, I found my values here-what it meant
to be a part of a blue collar, hardworking family. I got to
see the green turn to gold in the summer and the dust turn
to sludge in the autumn. One day I hope you get to see
this, just like me, and learn the wisdom that comes from
the land.

But suddenly just like that my whole world changed. Life
is like that.

That is when I moved away from the golden triangle and
into the ‘rugged mountain ranges’. Tamworth- the country
music capital. It was here my roots were replanted. I
remember fondly, the trips to my school seeing the Angus
calves running along the road, and the green rolling hills
continuing for miles. Until one day, I packed my bags and
set off for Farrer. Farrer changed who I am, and shaped
the man I am today. I can’t really put my finger on what it
is about the place. It makes it easier for a bush kid to live
away from home, when they can still work a farm and
hear the sounds of your home. The school sits on the high
ground above the river. It was here that I found my life
long mates, here that your uncle Sam I and I found the
strength of brotherhood. Here, I found my second home
and my Farrer family.

Treasure your l school days, my son, they will be carefree,
filled with the usual challenges. You will get through it.

One day, you will find yourself, and realize that you have
become a man. While Farrer gave me a sense of the wider
world, the values I found on the land are my compass.

I remember the long hard days itching from the barley
hay, but it was not just me feeling discomfort. It was
something else, the land had turned hard.

The Best Rural School Newspaper
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It was in the core of my heart, my country!
Her pitiless blue sky,
When sick at heart, around us,
We see the cattle die-

I remember reading this as a child but never thought it
would hit me as hard as it did. What shaped me as a man
was finding the strength I needed in such times to help
the cattle, those in the dams struggling or even those
that drowned in mud. I remember walking into the mud
pits trying to pull their large bodies out of the dam. The
cows bellowing across the paddock and the strain of the
Ute as we tried to pull them out. It was the worst
drought we had seen but as said, I grew up in a land of
droughts and flooding rains which was the reason I had
to keep going. The drought caused huge devastation on
the farm but the rains were set to come. From then on, I
realised the cycle. The farmers cycle. The cycle of
droughts, fires, floods on repeat. The cycle that you will
have one day.

My son, trust in your family, trust in the land and no
matter what, I will be with you. Respect the land for its
beauty and harshness.

From Your Future Dad

Our Fight for Migrants Voices
Anonymous

Thank you for having me here today to talk about this
distressing topic.

I am here today to talk about an issue that is close to my
heart - migrant voices.

Raise your hand if you, your parents or grandparents were
born in another country.

Merhaba nasılsın,

I was born in Turkey, on the European side of the capital
Istanbul.

Turkish was my first language.

I came to Australia when I was 3 to start a new chapter of
my life, in the lucky country.

Growing up in a rural town isn’t easy for someone born
overseas, getting looked at differently and getting treated
differently was something new to me.

The slurs and the racist comments, seemed to come from
everyone.

I know how it feels to be treated differently.

As a nation, we cannot say with confidence that we treat
these migrants equally.

They don't get the opportunity or respect they deserve, and
as a nation we should feel ashamed.

“Go Back to Where you Came From” they would say to
me, like it was acceptable to treat someone like that.

Our migrant voices need to be heard.

In 2019 the Australian Bureau of Statistics says that 7.5
million migrants and immigrants were living in Australia,
this equates to 29.7% of the population. Nearly 30% of
our population are migrants or immigrants and we still
treat them as if they are not allowed in our country or as a
different species.

I ask you...

Try living in their shoes, can you imagine moving to a
new country without knowing the language?

We think about how they are treated.

We wonder how they manage to survive.

But we still refuse to stand up and give them a voice.

We like to think we are a multicultural country.

But in reality, we are not, we are a country who stereotype
people based on their race.

We never ask ourselves, how would this make us feel?

But instead we still make every migrant and immigrant
feel as if they don't belong in this beautiful country.

Racist slurs, is Australia’s second language.

As a nation we ought to be ashamed of ourselves.

All of us.

Some people don’t realise what makes this nation great,
it’s the different cultures that come together and bring all
their cultures together to create what we call a nation.

We need to get the word across immediately.

I will be holding a peaceful protest in Bicentennial Park at
10am on Saturday, stating the issue that revolves around
migrants’ voices.

After today I hope I have inspired you to come down and
stand with me and demand a change in our society.

If you make a change it will help others change as well.

Bugün beni burada ağırladığınız için çok teşekkür ederim,
iyi günler.

I am a Raging Bull
Anonymous

Running through the streets of Spain,
where the golden church stands in Langayo,
the bells are calling out as they have always done.
The poor villagers fill in from rustic homes and honest
lives.
The church filled with smiling, wise faces.
I stand and feel the quiet of the streets
here, my family, by night, paella, music and memories.
Here, I carve 13.

I am my Abuela’s soft hands as she hugs me for first
time in months;
the welcoming, comforting smell of warm porridge as I
wake up.
I am the smell of microwaved broccoli every Tuesday
night.
Wednesday mornings music wakes me,
as my dad tries to get me moving.
I have a Spanish soul that rises at the dinner
table- gesturing, laughing and embracing life.
I am warmed by memories-
the smell of lavender brings me to my mum, placing it
upon my pillow,
garlic to my dad, cutting tomatoes into thick cubes for
the spaghetti sauce.
I am the warm smile my mum gives me as I get up
from bed and say good morning.

I am a man that can fly!
Lacing up my shoe before I run onto a court.
the sound of a basketball bouncing on the wooden
boards of the court,
the shout of the crowd as you make a shot from 25 feet
out.
The cold mornings, dark in the Winter when you wake
up to train,
the tired nights I stay up shooting for hours on end,
imitating my idols moves.
The enjoyment and happiness of making the team,
the sadness of injuries,
the long days of recovery and strengthening-
The pride of putting on that number 13 jersey.



Back to the New Normal

We all know the massive turmoil that ensued, following
the announcement that COVID-19 would result in the
shutdown of almost all schools in Australia. We had to
adapt very quickly to “Online Learning”.

Sadly, despite the prayers of students across the nation,
school was not cancelled.

After enduring three school terms of extraordinary
times, we finally came back to school. Time at the
airport had taught us that the walk from our dorms was
doable, that buses suck, and that the Fec food wasn’t all
that bad. Hallelujah, we were back at Farrer. No more
blaring door alarms, no more lost or broken keycards,
and we had edible food.

But things were still different.

Social distancing was brought abruptly and rudely into
our routine lives, with tables all over the place, multiple
ways to enter the Fec, and a plague of hand sanitizers. It
took some learning, but we eventually got the hang of
carrying two sauce sachets, three butter ones, a water
bottle, a juice bottle, and of course, our food. The plastic
bags the cutlery came in made an excellent bang when
popped, and were annoying when the cutlery got stuck.

But now, things are starting to return to normal.
Or are they?

Since the start of COVID, the question asked has always
been, will we ever really go back to normal? COVID is
beginning to sort of nearly, almost, go away. (touch
wood). But what will this mean for us?
We now have condiments on the tables again. We have
milk, water, and juice in big bottles on the tables as
well. What hasn’t changed is the hand sanitising, the
sort-of social distancing, and the overall awareness of
the huge holes we had in our cleanliness routine at

Farrer. Things have changed now, because COVID-19
has opened our eyes to the multiple ways sickness can
thrive in our boarding house.

There were only four new cases in Australia from 5th of
May to the 12th in NSW. They are all traced, and all
have known sources. COVID is still bad in places like
Victoria or Melbourne, (which one is the worst is
always changing), but mostly Australia is doing very
well, compared to the rest of the world. We might not
have realised it yet, but us Aussie have pretty much
already gone back to normal. This is now normal. Our
school has moved very quickly to the technology side
of things, and some subjects don’t use books at all.
Honestly, it is much more convenient to have all your
work on classroom, where it can be accessed at almost
any time, and our teachers can post things there, and
they can’t be lost. It helps us organise, and not forget
anything. We need to accept that this is normal now.
And to be honest, it isn’t that bad.

P.S

Just saw the news today, oh boy. Delta Strain and the
threat of a lockdown just before the holidays? Better
make the most of living in North West N.S.W :-)
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Editorial Comment
With Great Power,

Comes Great Responsibility

by Duncan McAdam

On January 6 2021, US rioters stormed the US Capitol
building in Washington, D.C in response to the results of
the 2020 election and President-elect Joe Biden’s victory.
Thousands of Trump supporters broke into the building in

an attempt to overturn the results of the election.

Although Donald Trump refuses to openly admit
encouraging this insurrection, his particular campaign
strategies during the election and his reaction afterwards

became hostile to the point of encouraging his supporters to
‘fight for the country’.

This insurrection demonstrates the grave implications of
power and greed particularly in a democratic political

system. Although in a democracy, the power is within the
people, these people can be manipulated into doing terrible
things. The zealot-like behaviour of the Trump supporters
acts as a grim reminder of devotion and its consequences.

The insurrection was a fight when no fight was needed. It
was a dark strike into the heart of democracy, and an
unfathomable abuse of power. In the end, it was the

families of those who lost their lives in the insurrection on
both sides that paid the price. Those that encouraged the
strike escaped without consequence, and cemented a cruel

image of greed and manipulation within politics.

It was a destruction of democracy that should never have
taken place.

It reminds us of the price of blind devotion.
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With the dawn of this year’s ANZAC Day, Joey Mead,
Mitchell Henderson and myself had the honour in laying
a wreath on behalf of all schools in Tamworth. It was not
only an honour to be selected by the RSL community to
do so, but it was an honour to be back at a service, after
an interrupted year thanks to the COVID outbreak. For
myself, going to a dawn service after what seemed too
long a time, reignited that collective pride we as
Australians feel in our heritage. It solidified the
continuum of utter respect we show to those who served
for our freedoms, and it made ANZAC day feel like the
special day it is once again.

JOEY’S PERSPECTIVE...
The atmosphere of a united community paying homage
and respect to the men and women who gave their lives
for our country was remarkable. To be a part of the wider
community on such a momentous occasion gave me
much pride, as a Farrer student and as an Australian.

MITCH’S PERSPECTIVE…
Going to my first dawn service was very special to me.
The honour within the community and the respect
demonstrated through the amount of people who turned
up was incredible. Everyone standing strong in the
freezing cold of the early morning was a sight to behold.

Nevertheless, the privilege given to us, the privilege to
stand with our community and return to attending our
services, was a cleansing and honourable experience for
us all and one we are all extremely grateful for.

Patrick Hickey
Joey Mead and
Mitch Henderson

The Year 12 Farrer Physics class travelled to Coonabarabran
on the 10th & 11th May to visit Siding Spring Observatory.
This excursion formed their depth study on Astronomy and
Astrophysics. The group was treated to seeing the enormous
3.9m telescope (the AAT), the biggest optical telescope in
Australia as well as a lot of the instrumentation in the
basement such as their spectroscopes that have million-dollar
price tags!

There were presentations by Dr. Katie Grasha, Dr. Andrew
Battisti and Professor Chris Lidman all from the Australian
National University in Canberra. There were also workshops
on Finding Hubble’s Constant, Spectroscopy, Building the H-
R diagram and exploring Wien’s Law run my Mr. Dodds.

The two-day program was organised by Farrer’s Physics
teacher Mr Matt Dodds and was sponsored by ASTRO 3D.
Seven high schools attended this event; Oxley,
Coonabarabran, Inverell, Glen Innes, Maitland, Carinya and
Farrer. Other highlights included stargazing at the
Warrumbungle Mountain Motel and finding mice around
every corner!

CAREERS
@ FARRER

For up to date advice across a
range of employment and

education options.

Take the opportunities
as they become available.

Contact robert.arranz@det.nsw.edu.au
or call 6764 8621

Inner City Tribune

The
The Best Rural School Newspaper

Our Anzac Pride
Our Captains Reflect

Year 12 Physics
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by Jackson Purdy and Jack Tolhurst
Many people know that most kids struggle with or
seem to despise school. This is a recurring joke and
theme of pop culture. We have been spreading this
idea that hating school is just a natural thing that all
kids go through. Kids will supposedly go on to
appreciate their schooling years, so say most teachers
and parents alike. However, the idea that this is
something that all kids feel for no reason at all, is
completely preposterous. Students have every reason
to be mad at their education system because let’s face
it, it’s faulty and is causing kids to hate school more
than ever.

Problems with the modern system- Industrial age
values and subjects
The school system was founded during the Industrial
Revolution, where the main focus of schooling was to
produce obedient factory workers. This seems to be
crazy, to think that the modern schooling system is
based on a system over 200 years old. Look at the
way schools work. You have bells used to decide
when something starts and finishes, you cannot speak
in class and can only speak if you ask for permission,
limiting creativity, excluding some subjects and short
food breaks, compared to working time. You are
expected to behave and order and discipline are top
priorities. This is because factory owners used to
lobby for these ideas and values. They wanted better,
more efficient workers in their factories. This matters
much less in today's society with about 9℅ of all
people in the world working in major factories,
compared to 73℅ back then. This is a problem as jobs
are more involved in creativity, teamwork,
entrepreneurship and communicating ideas. However,
schools do not encourage this and instead, force us to
act like factory workers.

We also have lots of subjects that are mandatory
when most won’t use all of them and others aren’t
interested. Maths is an example of this. Basic maths
is important but most maths past the basics like times
tables is very useless for most. A lot of jobs do not
require advanced mathematics. The same can be
applied to English. Being literate is important, but
things like examining older texts and finding hidden
meanings in them are most likely only going to be
used by a smaller percentage of people who become
writers. In general, most subjects are only going to be
used by a small percentage of people and the subjects
are mandatory. We are not saying remove it from the
curriculum, but instead make it elective for all
subjects. That way the kids can decide what they
learn and what they don’t want to learn. This can
improve the morale and support for the school that
kids have.

Lack of sleep and Individualism
A problem that isn’t normally discussed is the lack of
sleep that students are receiving. The average amount

of sleep required, changes by age. As an infant, we need
16 hours of sleep, as a toddler or preschooler, 12 hours.
As a teenager, 9-10 hours of sleep and adults need 7-8
hours. Teenagers are increasingly at risk of sleep
problems due to school. As mentioned, teenagers need 9-
10 hours of sleep. The problem comes when most
teenagers go to bed. If allowed to sleep on their schedule,
many teens would get eight hours or more per night,
sleeping from 11 p.m. or midnight until 8 or 9 a.m.
Schools in Australia typically have start times of 9 am,
and force kids to wake up earlier than they should. This
can lead to sleep deprivation and can lead to poor mental
health and poor performance in school. This type of sleep
cycle could also continue into the teenager’s adult years
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which can negatively impact their health. It’s been shown
that adults who sleep less than they should end up more
likely to develop diseases to do with a memory like
Dementia, Alzheimer's and Parkinson’s. They can also
develop high blood pressure, diabetes, heart attacks, heart
failure or strokes. This is a serious problem, so we need to
change our starting times, and luckily for us, it has already
begun. In Britain, there is an experiment where they are
changing start times to 10 o'clock and it is already showing
good results. This includes happier children, more
engagement in classes and mental health problems lowering
amongst teenagers. We must change the start time to allow
teenagers to sleep when their Circadian Rhythm (the thing
in your body that dictates when you need to go to sleep and
when to wake up) tells them when to go to sleep and wake
up.

Every student is different and not just in the way they look
and act but also, in the way every student learns. Some
students may learn by doing things practically (Instead of
writing out a formula in science, actually doing the
reaction) but also some students prefer writing down the
facts and figuring it out on paper. They might also learn
from sources like TV and social media. A problem is that
schools don’t seem to realise this and force kids to learn a
specific way and don’t often allow other resources. Schools
also effect the way we learn, for example, smaller schools
can customise their classes to what said class prefers, this is
because learning the curriculum isn’t as enforced but in
large schools, it is heavily enforced. This is because large
schools need large funding (as there are more students) but
small schools don’t need this.

The Best Rural School Newspaper

The Short Report
Inauthentic learning, what does it mean? Inauthentic
learning means that after a test or assignment a student
will forget about 50% of a subject over the course of a
year and 95% of memorized knowledge in three days.
This is a big problem because when you go to college
you are expected to have a basic understanding of the
topic you would like to learn, but with the amount of
knowledge that you will forget after the test or
assignment, you are put at a disadvantage. This
inauthentic learning costs the government millions of
dollars, this is because jobs that require a university
degree aren’t being filled out as frequently. This is
because our dropout rate is increasing every year,
around 25% of all students in Australia will drop out
and about 60% coming from low economic areas. This
is 47% of all students that drop out believe that they
can’t keep up with their work because they either missed
too many school days or weren’t focused. 45% also said
that primary schools had underprepared them for high
school this may set back students for the first term or
two. All of these factors are directly related to the
schooling system, so in realism, the government is
costing themselves millions of dollars.

The Finnish system
Finland has the most successful school system in the
entire world with a School Efficiency Score of 87.8%.
(The School Efficiency Score means the relationship
between how much progress pupils make at the school
[the 'output'] and how much income the school receives
[the 'input']. We have chosen progress scores as the
output and income per pupil as the input.” says the
Department of Education in the UK.) Finland ranks #2
for Science and #3 for reading in the world. Finland’s
success is caused by its varying approach to education.
For starters, kids don’t even start school until the age of
seven compared to the normal age of four to six, and in
the first six years of a child’s education, there is no
measurement of their education. There is no
standardized test until they are sixteen. This test is just
to see who needs more one-on-one help. Homework is
far less common and isn’t until they are in their teen
years. Finland spends the least amount of time on
homework in the world. Australian students spend on
average six hours a week on homework, whilst Finland
only spends 2.8 hours a week on homework. Schools
start at 9 am and finish at 1-2 pm. Teachers must do a
mandatory two hours of professional development each
week to learn how to teach better. The Finnish system is
also good when it comes to encouraging creativity.
Roughly nine out of the twenty-five courses in Finnish
schools are in the creative arts. That is roughly 36% of
the curriculum on creativeness. Their curriculum is also
a lot more relaxed than Australia’s. Whilst Australia is a
must-do checklist, Finland’s is more like a guide for the
schools. This means teachers can develop their system
in a way that makes the students intrigued and paying
attention. This means students will learn as they are
curious and they can understand things better. They also
aren’t separated by grades or skills and teachers do not
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receive merit pay (extra money for higher scores).
Pupils receive extra help if needed and this brings
them up to speed. This is why Finland has the
smallest difference between the best and worst-
performing students. The Finnish dropout rate is
0.4%. In Australia, it’s 25%.

Now that we know which is the best school system
in the world, why haven’t we changed our system?
Doesn’t it seem obvious that if our school system is
failing then why haven’t we changed it to the Finnish
system? The answer is Finland is a very different and
unique place. For starters, most people in Finland are
religiously unaffiliated. 60% is religiously
unaffiliated whilst 22% are characterised as an
atheist. In Australia, 45% are religiously unaffiliated
and 9.7% are atheist. Almost everyone in Finland is
middle class. This means the school system is
equally funded and is well off. In America, they have
the largest pay gap of any developed 1st world
country. This would also change the systems
drastically and would take years or even decades to
implement into every country. It could also play
havoc with that country’s beliefs and systems. It also
would require a lot of money to develop new
education systems as well. Finland also has a small
population for education while Australia has almost
5 times the amount of people This is why it most
likely will not happen within the time within the
current students are here.

What are the positives of our system?

Now, we have been bringing down our system for
the last few minutes however, our schooling system
is still good despite its flaws. For example, in
Australia, education is given (at least to a basic level)
to all children without discrimination or prejudice
against anyone. In some countries, women and those
of diverse backgrounds in race or religion cannot
receive an education. In Australia, there are no
restrictions and we encourage those around us. We

also are amongst the highest rated countries for
education. This doesn’t disprove our points from
earlier. This instead points out that even the best of
the best has flaws like Australia, but our system is
still pretty good. We also happen to have some of the
best universities with seven out of the top one
hundred in Australia which shows that higher
education is also fairly good. Finally, even though
corporal punishment is still technically legal, the
amount of schools that enforce it in Australia is fairly
low with 4 states prohibiting its usage. These states
are New South Wales, South Australia, Victoria and
Tasmania which is roughly 67% of the population.

We have pointed out that Australian schools have
some issues that need to be addressed and solved.
Now this won’t be solved overnight or maybe not in
a few years for that matter, but what can be done is to
bring this up to the government and Australians all
around the country, so we can improve our
education. We can follow the ideas and ways of
education leaders like Finland to improve the system
as much as possible. The children of today are the
future of tomorrow and need the best education to
solve problems and fight issues. If we don’t change
our system these children will not be able to succeed
in our ever-changing world. We need to agree on this
issue and fight for education as it’s a human right
that needs to be fulfilled, otherwise, our future may
not be certain. What is certain however is our
children will not be able to survive without the best
education possible. We have to make sure our
children and their children can manage and
understand our world to improve and make it perfect.

To finish, here's a quote, “Education is our passport
to the future, for tomorrow belongs to the people who
prepare for it today.” – Malcolm X.

This has been the Short Report.

Thank you for reading.
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Q. What were your days like at St Ignatius
College?

A. Like all people in my gully, where I grew up Jack,
we all went to boarding school, well my brothers didn’t
go to Riverview they went to De La Salle, they boarded
in Tamworth, my neighbours went to Farrer, so
everybody in our area went to boarding school. In that
time it was just impractical to catch a bus as they were
very rough roads. Riverview was a very long way from
home and I was pretty much living in a whole different
environment and was very homesick at the start. I went
away at sixth class so that was pretty young and I have
to say that although some of the teachers were great,
and some of the guys were great, I really didn’t like
being so far from home and I’ve always really enjoyed
living where I live.

In those days we only came home twice a term, mid
term break and at the. Your parents just put you on the
train and that was it ‘bye bye’, see you in a few months’
time.

Q. We all know that you played rugby.

A. Yeah, I played a bit of rugby and well I was
probably better at rugby when I left school, than when I
was there. At university is where I started developing
and played rugby more, having got a bit bigger after I
left school I suppose.

Q. What did you learn most from playing rugby?
A. Well, there are different types of people. People
who speak a very big game and don’t put it on the
paddock and then there is the quiet soul type that don’t
say much and are very good. I like football because I
think it is a small reflection on life, you can tell who is

Deputy Prime
Minister

brave and who is not, you can tell who is trying and who
isn’t, you can tell the people who have just naturally got
God given talent, and those who give their best efforts
but probably don’t have those talents. It’s also good in
giving you mates like you’ve never had before because
you’ve got to be mates to play in the same team, and
you’ll find mates like you’ve never had before.

Q. How come you didn’t go to Farrer?

A. I didn’t go to Farrer because my family was
Catholic, and they wanted us to have a Catholic
education. So originally, we went to De La Salle in
Armidale, which is O’Connor High now. Initially we
went to CBC in Tamworth, but there were no boarding
facilities, so my brothers stayed with a lady in a house in
town, but that was out of our control. Eventually, we
ended up in Riverview because we had cousins who went
there.

Q. So, how was your childhood?

A. Yes, I had a great childhood – I loved being at home.
I went to Woolbrook Public School and I loved growing
up at Dangalmar. To be frank I’d be lying if I said I
really enjoyed boarding school. A lot of people loved it,
but I, not so much. I always have to be careful how I say
it, because the blokes there were great blokes, the
teachers were great people, but I just didn’t like being so
far from home.

Q. We’ve just experienced one of the most
devastating droughts in living memory – what’s your
position on the ongoing crisis and the need for better
water management?
A. Some things we can change and some things we
can’t. I am of the view that the thing we can change is

water storage. We had a wet year in the last year and we
should have built the dams, because we’ll get another dry
year, and when we get another drought, we should have
the water stored. Now one of the biggest things that stops
us are environmental regulations that stop us from
building dams and this annoys me because I think we
should have less environmental regulations and more
dams and then we’ll have more water when there is a
drought. You’ll never cure a drought, but it would help
us get through it. Not just major dams but dams on the
Mulla Creek, dams on the Swampo Creek, more dams on
farms and that gives capacity for people to have another
string to their bow. If they have a little dam on their farm,
they can have an irrigated lucerne paddock. That’s just
one example, but I believe it is excessive government
regulation that stops you. We’ve had two years of study
and we still haven’t started to build Dungowan Dam,
that’s just ridiculous. You can’t even think about
building a dam on Mulla Creek because of the Murray-
Darling Basin Plan. You can’t even build a dam on a
farm where two gullies join up. You know the
government is having too much of a say in our lives.

Barnaby Joyce
Political Reporter Jack Lyon
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The Times,
They are a
Changin'
by Patrick
TIrner

Member for New England

Q. Do you think it is also the amount of people and
their usage?
A. Yes, well you’ve got to be prudent in your usage of
anything. Tamworth is a growing centre and as it grows
people need jobs and water stored, and if you haven’t
got enough water you won’t have jobs behind it. And
we want the people to decentralise, otherwise the only
people to get good hospitals will be Sydney. The only
person who will get a good university will be in Sydney,
because that is where all the people will live. You’ve got
to decentralise to get better services out to regional
areas.

Q. In relation to the economy, if you do get re-
elected what will you do to boost the New England
area and the local economy?
A. .Well, firstly people like to know what you’ve done
already so people know where you’re heading off to, so
let’s go through them. I got Chaffey Dam extension, I
got Dungowan Dam money (quarter of a billion),
lithium batteries for Armidale, upgrade of both
Tamworth and Armidale airports, expansion of the UNE
I managed to achieve. If you have a look at the money
we are spending on the industrial park, Glen Artley,
intermodal, we’ve put money towards them. If you look
at the bridges, mobile phone upgrades all around the
electorate. Vital pieces of infrastructure, Scone bypass.
We’ve been flat out and delivered a lot but the program
goes on. We need to get a university campus for
Tamworth. We need to make sure that Dungowan Dam
gets built so we can bring those jobs in. We need to
expand our processing capacity so that Tamworth
becomes the premier city of processing animal protein
in Australia. We’ve got to make the New England as
powerful as possible, as quickly as possible to help
Australia become as powerful as possible, as quickly as
possible, with the advent of the rise of China. We can
only play our part in our electorate and our area of the
State. We have to make sure our east/west roads are
upgraded – such as Wollomombi to Kempsey, or Scone
to Gloucester, or Walcha to Wauchope, or Armidale to
Dorrigo which we are doing. Keep working on the
east/west roads as well as the work we are doing on the
north/south road. The greatest joy to my life is not so
much the party politics of Canberra but the delivery
back home. Now, in Canberra, you have to play the
philosophical politics, because that is what happens, but
when you get to Armidale, it’s all about delivery. .

Q. With the road conditions recently after the heavy
rains, what new infrastructure will you bring to
roads that haven’t been fit for the current climate
conditions?
A. They talk about roads drying out but most damage
comes from water. Look, you’ve got to get your
engineering designs right. I just fight for the money and
I leave it up to the engineers to work out how the road is
going to work. If you have a look at the roads around us,
they are getting wider, they are getting better, they are

getting straighter. And for all the parents who remember
what roads used to be like and what they are like now,
they are miles better. Keep sealing them upgrading them.
They want to spend all the money in Melbourne or
Sydney, and you’ve got to drive it out into other areas
and you do that by hopefully having the number of votes
that the Liberals need to be a government and having
basically the strength in you to say if you don’t do this I
am prepared to cross the floor or prepared to kick up a
stink, therefore you’d better look after us.

Q. Which new plans are you looking at?
A. Others Mountain pump hydro $1.3b. I am fighting
for here. Raise the wall of Malpais, or smaller projects
like the off stream storage for Walcha to secure their
water supply. We’ve got to make sure that we’ve got
other expanding industries that people don’t even see. A
couple of decades ago people never thought Dorpers
would be a big industry, but they are now. And coming
into play are things such as goats. We’ve got to expand
our meat processing sector, in our grain sector we have
to make sure we can take it to the next level of grain
processing, drive forward with the jobs and expertise that
comes with those jobs. Obviously, Baiada poultry
industry is going ahead, literally billions of dollars is
going to be spent there. We want to expand also in our
manufacturing basis and right now I am trying to get
construction of amphibious planes in Tamworth. Often in
these times you fight and lose, but if we do we’ll create
hundreds of jobs. You also make sure you look after
some of the fundamental pillars of your economy –
tourism for Tamworth is a big one, country music etc.
You try to fight against new environmental regulations
that impose themselves on farms, making it harder for
them to run by basically divesting them of assets and
telling them what to do. And one of the big threats we’ve
got now is if they go towards greenhouse emission
targets the one that they are going to look at is methane
from cattle. You’ve got small fundamental things like
security cameras – trying to keep people safe in their
homes. Taking a lead from police and other community
groups as to what they need. Other issues such as mental
health, such as looking after people with disabilities are
all part and parcel of your basic day to day service
delivery which is essential. I believe that infrastructure
builds wealth and wealth creates money to support
services that people want. I start from the premise to get
the infrastructure built and on the back of that you
increase the size of the New England economy which
creates the wealth for the other services that people are
always crying out for.

Q. In regard to infrastructure and the economy, how
do you think the budget (which was recently released)
effects the New England?
A. It was all right - I think we’ve got too much debt –
you’re going to have to repay that debt. I will definitely
be dead, and you will still have it. And in the future,
because of the size of that debt, they won’t be able to

deliver the money through social programs they did in the
past. If interest rates go against us your biggest expense item
on your nation’s budget will be paying interest to people
overseas. And that’s money that could have built a bridge,
increased a pension, could have helped people with
disabilities, could have helped our defence force, could have
done a whole range of education – it won’t be there, it will go
overseas, paying the interest on the debt.
And, that worries me, and I am always very cautious about
what they call ‘baking into budgets’ long term expenses that
we really might like but can’t really afford, if you have to
borrow the money to get it.

Q. How do you lower the debt?
A. Some things that you build, make the economy bigger.
The only way you can pay off debt is through taxes or selling
off government assets. If you’ve got the same amount of
people and the same size economy then you have to increase
taxes. The other way around it is to have more people making
more money which means you can keep taxes at the level
they are or even possibly reducing them to get on top of our
debt. How do you get people to make more money, you build
infrastructure that assists the economy to grow, such as your
dams, your roads, the inland rail which I actually got the
money for. So, this infrastructure drives the economy
forward, and if you can keep the government regulations
away from the farmers and away from the businesses in
Tamworth and just inspire them to make as much money as
possible, the more money they make, the more taxes they
pay and we can start getting on top of our debt. But if you
start saying we can’t do this and we can’t do that because of
the frogs and the fishes, because of the trees because of the
snails, and all these things we can’t do then the economy
won’t grow. But believe you me the people you borrowed the
money off, they’ll want it back. So, the only way I can do it is
‘Jack I am going to take half of the money you earn, after you
get out of Farrer, in tax.’ It’s only when people start to look at
their payslip and see how much tax they are paying that the
penny drops why you can’t have dopey ideas from the
government because you’re the one that has to pay for them
not the Prime Minister or the Treasurer who announces them
with a big smile on their face - Jack has to pay for it.

Thank you Mr Joyce for sharing your time and ideas. Good
luck in your role as Deputy Prime Minister.
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Apricot Slice
A very special recipe to me. I think of Aunty Carmel whenever I bake this cake,

which is often!
Hope the readers enjoy this cake as much as my family does.

Method

Grease and line a lamington tray.
Using a food processor, whiz the milk coffee biscuits into a fine crumb. Place in a

mixing bowl.
Using a food processor, whiz the apricots into small pieces and add to the biscuit

crumbs.
Add the desiccated coconut.

Meanwhile, melt the butter and condensed milk, in a saucepan over low heat.
Once melted, add to the dry ingredients. Mix well and press into tray. Place in the

fridge to set for an hour or so.
Melt the choc bits in a bowl over simmering water then spread over the slice.

Serve and enjoy!

Enter Text Here.

Music Jokes

Q: What music are balloons afraid
of?
A: Pop Music

Q: What music do bunnies like?
A: Hip Hop

Q: What instrument does a skeleton
like?
A: The trombone

Sports Jokes

Q: What is a pumpkin’s favourite
sport?
A: Squash

Q: What can you serve, but never
eat?
A: A tennis ball.

Q: Why did the soccer goalie quit?
A: He was sick of being kicked
around.

Ingredients

1 packet of Milk Coffee biscuits
1 cup dried apricots (Angus Park
brand has the best flavour)
1.5 cups desiccated coconut
1 can of condensed milk
125g butter
125g choc bits



Human
by Sequoia Stone

What does it mean to be human?

To stand tall on two legs instead of four

We don’t roar or soar in the sky above

We, are just human.

When we get a dog we don’t discriminate it if it's black, brown or
white

It's just a dog.

If we can look at a dog and see it as a dog

Then why can’t we look at a human and see

A human.

It has been hundreds upon hundreds of years

And still we have these racial fears.

But when we really look at it

We're only human.

Humans are smart, very smart indeed

but sometimes, we are no smarter

Then a tree.

I am human

And so are you

But we need that missing glue

To stick us together.

We must hurry

And scurry

As the glue will dry

And we will be nothing but

A pigment in the sky.

Racism should be a thing of the past

It shouldn't overcast

the “smartest” species on Earth

Let’s make a change

And rearrange the way society looks at society.

Inner City
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Student Compositions
The Call of the Raven

by Duncan McAdam

In the end, night and day became one.

The woods burned bright, as they were across
the lands, echoing a macabre melody that
pierced deep into the soul of Odin himself. The
Woodlands screamed in pain, chanting curses
at the mob that moved as one, a shadow,
momentarily revealing their blind intent.

Burn and graze. Burn and build. Burn and mine.

We had just shot the very bird that made the
wind blow or the fog rise, and we hung it around
our neck. But with this bird we shot our hope,
our very lifeblood, and we sank knee-deep into
the mounded bones of our scorched society.

Thought and memory burned as easily as the
bush of the undergrowth. All I could do was
stare as it all went up in smoke. The fire of
recklessness left only the polluting smoke of
hamartia as a beacon of an empire’s downfall.

All that was left was ruin and ashes. Two ravens
let out one last cry as they sat upon the ash
heap. One in judgement and the other in
torment.

* * * * * * *

Daybreak.

A gentle breeze signalled the first movement
within the Woodlands, as if the Earth were
letting out a soft morning breath. The early
morning golden rays of sunlight pierced the
dawn fog, casting majestic streaks of vibrant
colours that danced through the canopy hand-
in-hand with the gentle sway of the branches.
The air inhaled was pure, and invited a
cleansing wave of calm. The fragrance of the
woodlands freed the mind and cleared the
memory of the harsh city musk that once
lingered. The distant calls of a raven broke the
thinly veiled silence of the waking forest,
signalling the start of the hunt. Breakfast. Law
in a lawless land.

As the wind rose, the trees whispered secrets
of ancient knowledge of times long lost as they
danced to a silent beat and an unheard melody
while distant animal calls started in a
cacophonic chant. These woodlands echoed a
grim reminder: From Earth we come, and to
Earth we will return, we hold no power here.
As I journeyed deeper into the wildlands, the
trees parted into a large circular clearing,
shaded by a large towering tree that dwarved
all others. The trees circled the woodland spire,
as children may circle their elders. A symbol of
recognition, of wisdom. Of experience. Two
ravens sat atop the tree branches, watching,
judging. One in thought, and the other in
recollection.

The wrecked and abandoned camping gear at
the base of the tree sparked a harsh reminder
of events.

Twilight.

Wolves howled in the distance, harmonising
with the shouts and jeers of the approaching
thugs, running through the undergrowth. I
made the wrong choices, and now my family
was in danger. I thought we’d be safe out here. I
thought we had set up camp somewhere they
would never find us. I gripped my hunting knife
tightly as I stood in anticipation, waiting for the

enemy to burst through the clearing. My wife
clutched and shielded our daughter inside the
tent, fearing for our lives. The harsh northern
winter bit and nawed at my bones, the frozen
tendrils of the cold creeping deep into my core.
The puffs of warm exhaled air quickened in
pace as my heart rate rose. Soon the Wolf and
his gang would be upon us.

The shouts, jeers and yells grew louder as a
faint light shone through the tree trunks.
One foot forward, one rooted back. Shoulder up
and weapon at the ready
I prepared for the oncoming fight as the enemy
broke into the clearing. The group sat at the
edge of the clearing, circling my family like a
wolf pack as The Wolf’s second in command
stepped forward.

“Looks li’e the li’l black bird’s backed ‘imself
into a corner.” He jeered in a snarling smile,
exposing the front teeth sharpened into fangs,
one of the signature traits of Wolf Gang
members. “Grab the girl,” The lanky thug
continued, motioning for a group of lower
pawns to move forward.

“Stay back!” I brandished my weapon at the
men in a vain attempt to fend them off.

It was no use. One of the men grabbed my arm
and twisted it with ease, forcing me to drop the
knife with a sound of pain before they
restrained me completely. Another man tore
open the tent and held down my wife as she
screamed in terror as the last man prised my
daughter from her grip.
My daughter was now restrained in the arms of
the self-proclaimed judge, jury and executioner
of the city, one that enforced a twisted law
upon the weak, and made an example of those
who dared to stray.
The air was filled with the screams of a family
torn at the seams, and the leader’s wolf-howl-
like laughter.
Two ravens watched from the branches. One in
thought and the other in recollection. They
each opened their black beaks and let out a
harsh cry in unison.

It was hard to tell if it was in the memory, or if it
was the ravens baking in the golden morning
sun that made the noise, but the sky had turned
from rays of red and gold to a settling blue as
the sun began to climb through the springtime
sky.

End of Episode I. To be continued in the next
edition.



You reached out and clasped my hand,
Youthful flesh met with my dying, calloused skin
And a once green, beautiful and long lost land,
Lay salty and bare, all for you, my next of kin.

“Dad, I want to be like you, just like you!
And I want to be here, at home dad.”
I sunk deeper, as those young memories flew,
Through my guilt-wretched soul, hopelessly sad.

Your grip left mine, and your disappointment was leeching
Through the room, my bed made icy cold.
The clouds were blackening
And that guilt struck, as I watched the rain erode

Erode what I had worked to gift you,
Worked and sown to provide for you,
It brought the realisation,
That I hadn’t listened-your land was in submission.

Sustainability, ecology, terms radical and exotic
I chose to ridicule and bully.
I flogged the soil with fertiliser, how idiotic
When I understood the risks fully.

The soil was good though,
It loved that super like a drug,
I was building your new future, seeds sown,
And cows fat and healthy, so on I dug,

Into that scrub, hills ploughed,
Your opportunities sprouted from the ground,
Your cause, to it I was vowed,
And I was succeeding, of you I grew proud.

Life went on, routine grew mundane,
Yet you grew into an eager and a curious teen.
So higher yields I chased, they were insane,
Your potential now you had now seen.

School flew past, and up into manhood you were lifted
And I began to start on my masterpiece,
The farm was yours to be gifted,
To you, my glorious next of kin,

A pharaoh’s pyramid for his afterlife,
Those hills were to be,
A place where I could walk aside you through heaven’s eyes
When I wasn’t left around on earth to see.

University flew faster, and back to home you came
My delight with what I had created was alive
I was ready to present to you and your dame,
A life full of prosper, you were set to thrive.

Your mother and I watched on
And my aspirations were fulfilled.
I was content, my life nothing but a bird’s song
And it sung. But the peace was killed.

The soil suddenly couldn’t foster anything but weeds,
Copious amounts of chemical brought no leads.
Cattle went out of condition, the bird’s songs grew poor,
And my conscious began to grow sore.

As I woke I was now met
With those people’s warnings, those cries to change
Pride left me, and all I knew was regret
I had drugged a landscape, started the end of an age.

You grew confused, angry, and distant
The pyramid’s bricks crumbled one by one,
My grandchildren, one an infant
Were losing their home, it was done.

We tried irrigation, we sunk bores,
I wanted the pyramid back.
But the further we went, I grew sorer.
The paradise we once knew wasn’t coming back.

The worries plagued me,
Sickness of my landscape I reciprocated,
And I fell broken and unable to see
How I could be ever vindicated.

Now here we are, a king and his heir,
Looking upon our crumbling pyramid.
My time is up, and yours in a pit of despair.
It’s killing me to see your family so dispirited.

The Empire Built to Fall
by Patrick Hickey

You reached out and clasped my hand,
Youthful flesh met with my dying, calloused skin
And a once green, beautiful and long lost land,
Lay salty and bare, all for you, my next of kin.

“Dad, I want to be like you, just like you!
And I want to be here, at home dad.”
I sunk deeper, as those young memories flew,
Through my guilt-wretched soul, hopelessly sad.

Your grip left mine, and your disappointment was leeching
Through the room, my bed made icy cold.
The clouds were blackening
And that guilt struck, as I watched the rain erode

Erode what I had worked to gift you,
Worked and sown to provide for you,
It brought the realisation,
That I hadn’t listened-your land was in submission.

Sustainability, ecology, terms radical and exotic
I chose to ridicule and bully.
I flogged the soil with fertiliser, how idiotic
When I understood the risks fully.

The soil was good though,
It loved that super like a drug,
I was building your new future, seeds sown,
And cows fat and healthy, so on I dug,

Into that scrub, hills ploughed,
Your opportunities sprouted from the ground,
Your cause, to it I was vowed,
And I was succeeding, of you I grew proud.

Life went on, routine grew mundane,
Yet you grew into an eager and a curious teen.
So higher yields I chased, they were insane,
Your potential now you had now seen.

School flew past, and up into manhood you were lifted
And I began to start on my masterpiece,
The farm was yours to be gifted,
To you, my glorious next of kin,

A pharaoh’s pyramid for his afterlife,
Those hills were to be,
A place where I could walk aside you through heaven’s eyes
When I wasn’t left around on earth to see.

University flew faster, and back to home you came
My delight with what I had created was alive
I was ready to present to you and your dame,
A life full of prosper, you were set to thrive.

Your mother and I watched on
And my aspirations were fulfilled.
I was content, my life nothing but a bird’s song
And it sung. But the peace was killed.

The soil suddenly couldn’t foster anything but weeds,
Copious amounts of chemical brought no leads.
Cattle went out of condition, the bird’s songs grew poor,
And my conscious began to grow sore.

As I woke I was now met
With those people’s warnings, those cries to change
Pride left me, and all I knew was regret
I had drugged a landscape, started the end of an age.

You grew confused, angry, and distant
The pyramid’s bricks crumbled one by one,
My grandchildren, one an infant
Were losing their home, it was done.

We tried irrigation, we sunk bores,
I wanted the pyramid back.
But the further we went, I grew sorer.
The paradise we once knew wasn’t coming back.

The worries plagued me,
Sickness of my landscape I reciprocated,
And I fell broken and unable to see
How I could be ever vindicated.

Now here we are, a king and his heir,
Looking upon our crumbling pyramid.
My time is up, and yours in a pit of despair.
It’s killing me to see your family so dispirited.

When I lie in this drugged earth,
I hope you’ll look upon my place of rest,
And at least recollect my true intention’s worth
But how can I be worthy of it, for this life is now all but a jest.



Night...

Now I knew where my clothes really came from,
they weren't simply plucked off a hanger,
there was work behind every stitch, every weave, every button and zipper.
Hard work of brave men, old and youngthe blood, the sweat and the tears, only
known to some.

I had a new appreciation for my dinner in front of me,
no longer just a meal, but a treacherous journey
from paddock to plate, from sheepskin to wool
“He’s just a brainless farmer”.. and you’re just a fool.

The day was now over, the work was all done
My perspective had changed, and like always.. hard work had won.

Day...

A familiar sting, one that touches the bone.
A familiar smell, the burn of fresh wood.
Out in the bush, no use for a phone
No man alone could do what he coul.

The almighty blaze peaked over the hill
Lighting the ground, the days, the year…
Two hundred wooly beasts stood mockingly still
Outnumbered, out strengthened, still not an ounce of fear.

He mounted his steed with swiftness, a well practiced man
His trusty companion by his side through night and day
A giddy, a kick, and off in a canter
The two of them charged into the fray.

The bark of the dog, the pant of the horse
The harsh inland sun held no remorse
The sheep in their herd wheeled around the yards
“No rest for the wicked mate, it's an unfriendly card.”

“The days not done yet, go get the other pup.
Remember me boy, you're never beaten until you give up.”
We battled, we worked, we put up with the sweat
Twenty blisters already, and it's not even lunchtime yet.

Clip went the shears as I found my way over the wrinkles,
My whole body aching, my legs shaking, my skin covered in thistles
My focus was impetuate, bent over in a smother
Down the shute goes one, and it's time to fly in for another.

The clicker went up, one tick at a time
Each press another dollar, another bill paid, another dime.
I pushed my last sheep down with an almighty effort
The rousey swiftly throwing the fleece
Straightening my back slowly i stood and unloaded my handpiece
The hard work was almost all finished, the day was almost done
Put the sheep back where they belong and go and have some fun
Go and throw on a jumper, have a lamb chop
Rub on some of that lanolin, it’ll make the pain stop
I stepped out of the dusty shed with a sneeze and a cough
I’d learnt a life’s lesson, hard work pays off.

Night and Day
by Joe Worley



Music.
It is a flowing force that is ever evolving, driving humanity forward. It is an escape,
an escape from the troubles of life. It can be used as the background, or it can be
the focal point of a moment in someone's life. It is melancholy, it is upbeat and
cheerful, it is love and it's also death. Some use it to relax after a long, hard day;
others to pump themselves up before a workout. It represents the duality of
humanity and our collective condition. Music for me is both an escape and it is an
inspiration. Music creates atmosphere and moods in everyday life, and it connects
me to moments from my past.

Here are some of my favourites…

HM - Willy and the Poor Boys/Cosmo’s Factory (Creedence Clearwater Revival),
A Tonic for the Troops (Boomtown Rats), Jeff Wayne’s Musical Version of The
War of the Worlds (Jeff Wayne), Rumours (Fleetwood Mac), Brothers in Arms
(Dire Straits), Beatles for Sale/The White Album/Abbey Road (The Beatles), Hotel
California (The Eagles), An Innocent Man (Billy Joel), Night Moves (Bob Seger),
Born to Run/The River/Born in the USA/Greetings From As bury Park, N.J. (Bruce
Springsteen), The Boys Light Up/Sons of Beaches/Sirocco (Australian Crawl),
Meddle/The Final Cut/Animals/Wish You Were Here/Dark Side of the Moon (Pink
Floyd), Chemistry (Mondo Rock), Combat Rock/London Calling (The Clash), Fly
Like an Eagle (Steve Miller Band), Centre field (John Fogerty).

These five albums may not be the most technically gifted, or your favourites, heck
you might even hate them. But these five albums speak to me in a way no other
music does.

5. Led Zeppelin - Led Zeppelin
‘Hey mama said the way you move, gonna make you sweat, gonna make you
groove’ Iconic, in every sense of the word. This album is a pioneer and so much
more. John Bonham, Jimmy Page, Robert Plant and John Paul Jones are at their
absolute peak of musical power on this album. The lyrics all through the album are
beautifully crafted and have been interpreted in hundreds of ways. The simplicity
of this album is surprising; at least for a band that was at the height of their
popularity. Choosing to release this album without so much as their name on the
cover. If someone asked me to pick the album that personifies all of rock and roll,
this would without a doubt be my choice.

And you cannot talk about this album, without a mention of Led Zeppelin's
magnum opus - ‘The Battle of Evermore’. I am joking of course, ‘Stairway to
Heaven’ is an almost perfect song. Overplayed but for good reason. The lyrics are
vague, the instruments are speaking to your very soul. No song in the history of
music has had the same influence as ‘Stairway to Heaven’. It is the perfect mix of
everything that makes rock so amazing.

4. The Stranger - Billy Joel
What a beautiful album. Billy Joel constructs ‘The Stranger’ in a delicate and
planned way that captures the spirit of music. The piano is such a beautiful
instrument, and it is played breathtakingly on this album. Billy Joel is a larger than
life New York native, his music is always so detailed and listening to his music,
takes you on a journey few can replicate. Billy Joel is a rock and roll pianist and
magician on the level of Jerry Lee Lewis and Little Richard. Every song on this
album is amazing, but four in particular stand out above the rest. ‘Just the Way You
Are’ is such an angelic song, the saxophone is such a versatile instrument and it is
played so sweetly on this track. ‘Scenes from an Italian Restaurant’ is one of the
best, the soft saxophone transitioning into the upbeat rock is just amazing, the song
just makes me wanna jump. ‘Only the Good Die Young’ is an instantly
recognisable classic, so catchy. And finally ‘Vienna’ oh my, speechless. One of my
favourite songs of all time. The only song I’ve ever had appeared in a dream. I
dreamt I was in economics and Ms Bailey compared this song to McDonalds- I
woke up that morning so confused. In conclusion, ‘The Stranger’ is an album that
can make anyone emotional, it is so heavenly and I see it as a gift.

Rock of the Ages
by Jake Tait



.3. Darkness on the Edge of Town - Bruce Springsteen
My most recent finding on this list. I have only come to love Springsteen’s music in the
last year and a half. Despite that, he is undoubtedly now my favourite artist.
‘Darkness on the Edge of Town’ is a perfectly constructed series of intertwined songs,
close to a concept album but not quite. Similar to ‘Born to Run’; his previous album.
This album represents so many things. Most importantly, it represents the aimlessness
of modern society. This entire album is constructed to build towards the title track, the
finale of the album in which all the dissatisfaction from life comes to fruition. The
protagonist of this album clearly is alienated from modern society. He is searching for
The Promised Land, and races on the outskirts of his town as it is the only thing that
makes him feel alive. ‘The Promised Land’ is one of my favourite songs of all time, if
not my favourite. The harmonica and saxophone are two instruments that I find so fun
to listen to and the lyrics are great, The Boss at his best. ‘Darkness on the Edge of
Town’ is an all time classic, “The Bosses” best work, and this album is the one I’d
recommend if you asked me for just one album to get into rock and roll.

2. Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band - The Beatles
What is there to say about this album that hasn't been said already? One of the most
famous albums of all time. The cover is unique and instantly recognisable. One of my
late Grandfather's favourite albums, he was a massive fan of The Beatles, and in this
way, I have a connection with this album on a spiritual level. A pioneer of modern
music, it was created by undoubtedly the greatest band of all time. It is crazy how many
hits The Beatles had, the only artist who comes close to matching their popularity and
chart dominance is Michael Jackson.The number of pure bangers on this album is
ridiculous, the only song from this album I don’t love from start to finish is ‘Within
You, Without You’ and even then, I still recognise the message of the song and will
happily listen to it. Sgt Peppers is the greatest band of all time and the best album.
You’d think it would be number 1, but even this masterpiece cannot compete with
number 1.

1. The Wall - Pink Floyd
Perfect, there is no other way to put this album. Calling it just an album seems like a
disservice to everyone involved in the process of creating this masterpiece of music.
Words cannot even capture the feelings this album produces.

A universal concept-isolation and willing seclusion. Everyone has or will experience a
moment in their life where they feel they must shut themselves off from the rest of
society. When they feel as though everything is against them. That feeling has been
captured on this album unlike anything I’ve heard or seen before or since. However,
this album does not just let you experience the protagonist's (Pink) descent into a self-
imposed exile, it also reminds the listener that “The ones who really love you, Walk up
and down outside the wall”. Pink Floyd remind us that we all have someone who will
always be there for them.

‘Another Brick in the Wall pt. 2’ is a timeless, iconic song. ‘Goodbye Blue Sky’ is a
beautiful, unique ballad to the blitz in WWII England. ‘One of My Turns’ is the middle
act of the album, the instant that beat kicks in, you know that Pink has finally cracked.
‘Hey You’ is such a bittersweet song that brings me to the brink of tears every time.
‘Comfortably Numb’ has the greatest guitar solo ever recorded. It is the climax of this
album and it does not let down.
And finally, ‘The Trial’ truly shows the insanity that Pink is suffering from, creating an
entire court trial within his mind.

And in the dying moments of this album Roger Waters utters some cryptic words “Isn’t
this where”. The album restarts, beginning with the same clarinet melody as the ending.
And the very first words ushered are “We came in”. This circularity to the album gives
it a universal feel. People will no doubt feel this isolation for all times, this cycle will
always repeat, and as it does, Pink Floyd’s ‘The Wall’ will be there to comfort and to
provide clarity to that moment, reminding them they are not alone.
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Sequoia: Hey Lochie, how is your day going?

Lochie: Not too bad, how about yours?

Sequoia: pretty good thanks. Ok we are just going to ask you a few questions about
your last couple of games and how they went.

Lochie: Ok sure.

Sequoia: Ok, first question. If you could go back and change the tactics used in the
last game, what would you do differently?

Lochie: I don't think our tactics needed to be changed, maybe a couple of little things
but apart from that our tactics were pretty set in stone and I don't think any of them
should have been changed at all.

Sequoia: Second question, how do you feel about having a sub for a goalkeeper?

Lochie: I think Mitch Henderson who filled in for cooper butler played a great role and
made some fantastic saves, he hasn't played for a while which was pretty obvious
but i felt that he played a great game and I was completely confident in him when I
chose him.

Sequoia: Great, next you came into the game with high expectations?

Lochie: Yes, we always knew Woolooware was going to be tough competition to
beat to get into the top eight in the state but our team had every right to be ambitious
and looking forward, we played great as a team last time versus Inverell so that gave
us a lot of confidence heading into that game so we were all backing ourselves.

Sequoia: Next, how often does the team train?

Lochie: We were only training once every Friday afternoon and I know a lot of boys
including myself couldn't make those training sessions and that was something we
probably could have improved looking back at it now but as we are knocked out it is
too late for that now.

Sequoia: Ok question five now, who in your opinion was your most challenging
opponent?

Lochie: It would have to be armidale in our second-round game when we played
armidale secondary college, they were a lot stronger than Woolooware who we lost
to and that was a lot more physical and a lot tougher of a game to play.

Sequoia: Alright, do you think Jonesy was a good coach and helped the team?
Lochie: Yes, he has a lot of experience and knowledge of soccer himself and he is
also a great player, he provided a lot of help there and a lot of insight into the game
and really helped the team.

Sequoia: As the captain do you have the power to sub people on and off the field?

Lochie: I personally leave that up to Jones, if he feels as though someone needs to
be subbed off he will make that change, obviously if the boys get really tired they let
me know and I yell out to Jonesy.

Sequoia: Did you and Jonesy agree on the tactics and strategies in the game?

Lochie: Yeah, we didn't have to many, our main tactic was to keep the ball on the
ground and to have quick passes, we knew they were going to be quick and physical
so we were just trying to get the ball into space and I think our whole team agreed

The Swimming Carnival and
Diving Competition

PPhotography by Lachlan Marsh



NSW State Hockey
ChampionshipFrom the desk of David Barbara

In Shakespeare’s words, ‘A Victory is
twice itself when the achiever brings
home full numbers’; and so it was last
Thursday as Farrer romped to a 10 wicket
victory over Armidale Secondary College
in the regional final of the Davidson
Shield.

Electing to bat in sublime conditions, the
Armidale dominoes tumbled. First
skipper Mead, then the reliable Harry
Lewington, struck blows. Farrer has
unearthed a fast bowling champion in the
rangy form of Jack Hatton, who bowled
with genuine pace and venom. Armidale
never recovered - it was left to the spin
trio (Ryan, Williams, Craig) to wreak
havoc on the tail. A final wicket
partnership afforded some resistance,
Armidale eventually dismissed for 68.

Knowing it was their final match for
Farrer, the Yr 12 contingent strapped on
the pads and made hay in the shining sun.
Spectators admired the elegance of a
Ryan flick off the pads, a powerful Laird
cover drive, a series of signature swats
from M Henderson - and a stunning
straight-hit from Mead that disappeared
into the Ag Research Station and ended
the game.

Who knows what might have achieved?
Unfortunately the pandemic has
prematurely ended things, though it is
fitting that this wonderful side bows out
undefeated. Our congratulations to all the
boys, especially Year 12 who have given
excellent service to cricket at Farrer.
Let’s also doff our caps to the inspired
leadership of the two Joeys - capital
stuff!

Cricket Report

The NSW State Hockey Championships were held in Armidale in June.

The U15’s 1 team (included seven Farrer players), were the Division 1 Runners Up in
NSW State Championship, going down to NW Sydney 0-2. The Farrer players were:
Back row:
Blake Scicluna, Forbes Murdoch, Hayden Constable, Jai Tanna, Charlie Stone
Front row:
Jack Marshall (captain) Hamish George
The U15’s 2 team (included nine Farrer players), they played hard and did themselves,
their families and the coach proud.
Coach: Andrew Rodgers
Back: Patrick Bracken, Will Bowman, Sebastian Burrows, Matt Rodgers, Corben
Shepherd, Angus Barwick
Front: Ollie Burrows, Rory Shepherd, Henry Richards.
Congratulations to all the players.

Farrer ChronicleThe The Best Rural School Newspaper

Farrer's Open Water Polo team
brought their exceptional season to an
end with an incredible result- they
came fourth in the State in the
Knockout Championship played at
Newcastle on the 5th April.

Good job boys!

UOpem Water PolondO
Under 1Open Water Polo4Open Water PoloAttention:

Farrer Sports
Teams

We Need Your Reports!

Our next edition will be a
bumper Sports edition, with
the following items already

in the works:

First XI Player Profiles
First XIII Player Profiles
First XV Player Profiles

We would love to cover
every sport, so make sure
you take photographs and
write a few lines to promote

your team and code!

The Opens Basketball team travelled to
Wollongong at the start of last week to
play Figtree High School in the CHS
Knockout.
They were competing for a spot in the
final eight schools in the state but
unfortunately lost by 7 points.
Charlie Wilson top scored for Farrer with
19 points, followed by Pat Girard with 12
points. Joe Slager also had a great game
and was very strong in defence. All the
boys played well and did Farrer proud on
and off the court.
Well done boys!

Open Basketball
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Why we

Love Mr

Smith

Thanks for

everything.

His joly ways.

Cheers for all of

the tips and

quips.

I just love that he
can make a friend
in any room. He
has a great
attitude and I
admire him.

He has a wicked sense of humour, but
he is never nasty.

Thanks
for being
so nice
all the
time.

There is just
something in the
air when he is
around- lots of
laughter, a quick
wit and a ready
smile.

Jarrad Smith? I remember

him- I taght him. Lovely kid!

Wonder what he is doing

now?

He always says hallo
and just generally
brightens my day.

He is very talented at
throwing and
catching a broom
handle.

A positive,
friendly and
excellent
teacher.

His ever
present

enthusiasm.



.Each year Farrer enters a soccer team into the Opens
Football Knockout competition known as the Puma
Cup.
This competition has a proud history and is an open
competition for all public high schools around NSW.
Farrer made their debut into the competition with their
first game matching up against Tamworth HS. This was
a good game to build team cohesion and learn each
other's skills and weaknesses. This was due to the
opponents being known as a relatively weak roster.
Farrer was able to dominate for the entire game and was
able to pull off an easy 13 to 0 victory.

The next game of the cup, the Farrer roster had to travel
to Armidale to play against their Secondary college
team on their home ground. This naturally meant they
had the advantage with the home field as well as having
the majority of their team making up the entire
Northwest Open Rep team and meant this was going to
be a tough challenge for us. The Farrer team rose to
occasion and played some amazing soccer against the
Armidale team and were Down by 1 goal, Michael
Lewington scored a goal with an amazing long-range
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Lachlan Wesierski (Captain)

Tobias Kirk (Vice Captain)

Cooper Butler

Brody Fisher

Zac Cooper

Mitch Wilson

Simon Mattheus

Max Rumble

Zac Walters

Michael Lewington

Ilki Boyraz

Luke Gentle

Campbell Lewis

Harry Lewington

Joseph Botfield

Charlie Kennedy

Ty Burrage

James Sweeney

Mitch Henderson

NEXT EDITION

Charlie J and his A Team go Rogue
to Hear the Love

The First XIII Edition

effort. The game went into sudden death golden goal as both
were tied up waiting to score the next goal to win, Armidale
had numerous opportunities to finish the game, with Mitch
Wilson making one incredible save. Late in the second half
Lachlan Wesierski took a free kick from well outside the 18-
yard box and beat the keeper to clinch the game with a final
score of 2-1 to the Farrer team.

In the next round Farrer hosted Coonabarabran high school
defeating them 4 - 0 after a long and tough game. Farrer then
played Inverell HS in the regional final, after a tight first half
with Farrer going into the break 2 goals ahead, Farrer took
control of the game in the second half with multiple goals
finishing the game at a victorious 7 – 0.

This win took Farrer into the last 16 in the state against
Woolooware HS. In a very tough game where the
Woolooware team had an extraordinarily strong defensive and
mid field they were able to take their chances and put pressure
on the right areas of the field resulting in the 2-0 loss to Farrer

It was a great season and we all look forward to another great
season in 2022.

Soccer Legends
by Tristan Jones and Angus Thomas

Around the Grounds

FARRER FIRST XI

FITNESS WITH MARTY


